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Abstract: Wireless sensor nodes deployed in RF industrial environment for monitoring machineries and
environment for controlling and maintenance purpose is challenging due to exchange of huge critical data via
degraded link. The quality of link in industrial environment is highly influenced by metallic infrastructure,
multipath distortion, EM noise, wide tolerance range of device and coexisting technology. The retransmission
which occurs as a result of packet loss due to degraded link will in turn reduce the network lifetime by
increasing the energy spent for communication. Therefore accurate link quality estimation technique suitable
for resource constrained sensor node is essential for fine classification of link in order to perform reliable data
transmission by preventing the packet loss over degraded link. This work proposes Kalman filter and fuzzy
based link quality estimation technique which best utilize off the self low cost hardware metrics RSSI and LQI
for accurate estimation of link quality. The original received signal strength (RSS) is extracted from raw
nonlinear RSSI using Kalman filter and its average along with average LQI is given as input to fuzzy system to
estimate the link quality. Here two different types of RSSI and LQI data sets are given as input to the estimation
technique and classified into good/poor quality link by comparing the fuzzy output with predetermined
threshold. This WSN appropriate methodology with low computation and cost extends network lifetime and
prevents packet loss through accurate link classification. 
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INTRODUCTION processing and communication involved in sensor node,

Sensor node deployed for sensing, processing, relating to other node activities. Thus, the reliability of
storing and transmitting data in an embedded network is communicating network has significant effect on device
equipped with advanced wireless communication lifetime. The consistency of network especially the link
technology for reliable transmission. Wireless Sensor should be more reliable to stabilize lossless transmission
Nodes (WSN) with enhanced efficiency in terms of power, and power consumption. Thus link quality must be good
transmission, size and computing has naturally proposed but due to its design of low power for transmission the
its usage in RF rich industrial environment. Nowadays, channel is affected by several factors. Zigbee radios
the cost-efficient WSN deployed in unreachable industrial designed for customer application possesses low power
areas to collect measured critical parameters and exchange and low complicated circuit. This low cost solution can be
the collected data carefully among nodes at the price of used in noisy industrial environment but the low power
energy to overcome degraded link. Industrial applications characteristic of zigbee is the main reason for link
mainly involve monitoring environment and machineries degradation. The multipath distortion and fading,
for controlling and maintenance purpose. The industrial blockage, EM noise, environment noise and coexisting
application needs a long lifetime, cheap and efficient technologies  influence  the link and degrade its quality.
transmission for efficiently providing the measured data. To overcome this drawback the link quality should be
So this has chosen IEEE802.15.4 technology for industrial inspected through monitoring and analyzing the link
applications. characteristics using quality metrics and transmit data

Critical industrial applications require sensor node to based on estimated quality. So that the network lifetime is
accurately measure the environment and communicate prolonged by minimizing the energy consumed for
these data to other nodes without error. Among sensing, retransmission due to data loss on poor quality links.

the communication activity consumes more power on
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Here, the hardware based link metrics Received signal signal quality. Transmitting power [5] is controlled
strength indicator (RSSI) and link quality indicator (LQI) according to the channel quality estimated using RSSI
is used to accurately characterize the link quality in and LQI metrics. The impact of RSSI and LQI is high in
industrial environment using simple and low computation PRR than other metrics. SNR and LQI window mean [6]
link quality estimation technique. This work proposes including packet loss is used to evaluate channel quality
combination of Kalman filter and fuzzy logic for quality by identifying the distance of mean from origin in the plot
estimation using hardware link metrics. Estimated link SNR Vs LQI. RSSI and LQI based quality estimation in
quality based data transmission can be performed for underground mine [7] identifies the links having RSSI
proper handling of link to achieve error free above -85dBm as good quality links. Thus the RSSI and
communication. The objective of the work is as follows LQI are suitable low cost indicators for fine estimation of

The goal of this work is to best utilize off the self changing [8] characteristics of noise and data stream. The
metrics in hardware for link quality estimation without sampling rate at sensor nodes is adjusted to minimize the
requiring any additional cost keeping in mind the error [9] estimated over data stream from sensors using
energy constrained wireless sensor network. Kalman filter. Among available estimators the fuzzy
An accurate and low cost link quality estimation estimator show stability and reliable performance in
technique is to be designed for combining the designed RadiaLE tool [10]. Fuzzy logic with belief model
hardware metrics to best represent the link quality uses maximum likelihood [11] to find precise distance
effectively. among distances estimated using RSSI/LQI metric. Fuzzy
Extend the device lifetime and prevent packet loss estimator identifies link quality by combining PRR, SNR,
over the degraded link in wireless nodes. stability and asymmetry metrics [12]. The path loss

One of the best ways to preserve energy is to which the nodes are deployed and the radio link quality
optimize radio communication, where the power shows low variation over time so frequent link estimation
consumption is very high. Therefore the link quality is overhead can be avoided. Link quality estimation in low
estimated based on received packets and transmission power nodes must be simple, accurate and energy
over the link can be controlled to prevent the data loss. So efficient.
for this, a simple and low cost link quality estimation
technique is necessary. Link Quality Estimation: Link quality estimation (LQE) is

Literature Survey: The wireless sensor installed in noisy control. Link quality estimation must reproduce the
industrial environment to monitor and exchange important variations  and  packet  loss  associated  with  the  link.
data among sensor nodes require reliable communication. The LQE helps to enhance network performance by
The communicating link should be good enough to reducing energy intake, packet loss and latency. The
transmit critical data values without error and delay. The estimation technique should be designed such that it can
interference [1] being the major problem caused by be easily implemented without requiring any
increased IEEE 802.11 nodes in zigbee environment supplementary device or resource. Link quality estimation
reduces the network throughput due to collision. The characterizes the ability of low power link and helps to
influence of coexisting technology on IEEE 802.15.4 has transmit data based on link characteristics to avoid loss
caused 4% PER [2] due to Bluetooth, 10% PER due to over poor quality link and increase the lifetime of network.
IEEE 802.11b and 8% PER by microwave interference in Link quality estimation is done based on two types of link
home environment. Therefore PER has high probability to quality indicators, they are hardware based and software
increase significantly in noisy industrial environment. based quality metrics. Software based [13] quality metrics
Link evaluation in real time with measured RSSI, LQI and includes Packet Reception Rate, Score based and required
PER in various factory location [3] shows good number of packet retransmission. Hardware based link
assessment and average LQI show greater correlation quality metrics include Received signal strength indicator
over PER than RSSI. Link quality estimation suitable for (RSSI), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and Link quality
resource constrained WSN is created by combining indicator (LQI). This work makes use of directly available
redundancy [4] between LQE and SNR derived using hardware link indicators from radio transceiver without
Kalman filter. Difference of SNR with effective SNR requiring any supplementary Hardware/computation to
computed via LQI is obtained to identify degradation of measure  and  process.  Kalman  and fuzzy logic based link

link quality. The Kalman filter has ability to adopt the time

completely depends on surrounding environment in

widely used for routing, retransmission and topology
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Fig. 1: Link quality estimation using Kalman filter and fuzzy logic

quality estimation is a score based technique as it gives Link Quality Indicator: Link quality indicator (LQI) is
out the score obtained by the investigating link, in good offered by IEEE802.15.4 device for representing current
quality. Based on the score secured, the link is classified link quality. It is nothing but how easily the demodulation
into good/poor quality link as shown in Figure 1. is performed by collecting the chip error rate through

All IEEE 802.15.4 compatible devices give link quality comparing the standard and received symbols after sync
metrics (LQM) to higher layer applications for analysing word. The LQI values are restricted in the decimal range
the link quality. Hardware LQM is directly available in 0 to 255. Link Quality Indicator (LQI) exhibits greater
data packets and thus no need of probe packets. The link correlation coefficient with PRR than any other indicators.
estimation technique should be realized easily without LQI has the ability to distinguish between good and bad
requiring supplementary hardware or expense of probe link quality. Average LQI is more efficient than using
based measurement. single LQI value for estimating the link as average LQI is

Packet Reception Rate: Packet Reception Rate (PRR) So average LQI is computed over window w and is given
exhibits greater correlation with reliability of link than any as one of the inputs to fuzzy system for link quality
other link quality metrics. It is defined as ratio of packets estimation. Thus, the average RSSI which offers sensible
received to the packets transmitted. PRR values have link valuation and average LQI which offer accurate link
power over quality only when derived for large time span valuation are used as complementary blend to express link
because they show low resolution when computed over quality.
less data and hence they are not suitable for quick
evaluation. Packet error rate (PER) is given as converse of Kalman Filter for Smoothing Rssi
PRR and it is also based on transmission history. The Kalman Filter: The link quality estimation using Kalman
estimation based on PER is not fine for rapidly varying filter performs better than average based link quality
link characteristics. The other quality metrics having estimation. Kalman filter capable of providing recursive
greater correlation with PRR can be used for estimation. solution predicts internal state of a given system by
PER converse of PRR shows correlation of 0.433 [3] with grasping its external behaviour. It is suitable for filtering
average RSSI and 0.731 with average LQI can be used as problems associated with linear discrete data. The external
best indicators of link estimation in real time. behaviour and propagation of state is specified to Kalman

Received Signal Strength Indicator: Received signal state estimation in time. It estimates the system state
strength   indicator  (RSSI) offer received signal strength through  two  steps,  they  are prediction and correction.
of data during transmission and strength of noise when In prediction step it predicts the internal state values for
no transmission occur in that channel. In addition to time k+1 at time k. In correction step it tunes the
original signal strength, the RSSI has environment noise prediction based on external observation. The filter at time
and hardware internal noise. The RSSI is highly k+1 modifies itself to correlate when the true measurement
influenced by interference, multipath, hardware error is received using the predicted error for reducing error
margin,  temperature  and  humidity  so  the   received variance.
RSSI is not the original RSSI and their variation is high
even in a short span of time. So some filtering process is Kalman filter mathematical equation is given by:
required to overcome the variation by smoothing the data
and to extract the original RSS from raw RSS given by X =  X  + W (1)
RSSI. Y  = H X  + V (2)

capable of tracing the highly varying link than single LQI.

filter which integrates the knowledge to reach a good

k+1 k k k

k k k k
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where, and also eliminates the measurement noise and process
X - n×1 variables representing the system state noise in order to identify the original RSS  from nonlineark

- Transition of system from X to X  state raw RSS for link estimation. k k k+1

W - n×1 model characterize the system process noise The behaviour of original received signal strength isk

Z - Input measurement vector of system designed as:k

k - Time indicator
V - m×1model characterize the system measurement X = X + W (3)k

noise
n - Total number of state variable in the system vector The measurement error due to hardware transceiver
m - Total number of state variable in the measurement in raw received signal strength is designed as:

vector

Covariance of W is given by Q and covariance of V
is given by R where X  represent the original received signal strength

The Kalman filter equations for prediction and estimated on time k+1 and Y  represent the RSS
rectification is given by: measurement picked on every single received packet as

Estimation of past state: noise model W  having variance Q is modelled using

Xpast = A * Xsucceeding ; transceiver error and product flaw are the major cause ofk k-1

Estimating past covariance of error: with zero mean and standard deviation  is used to model

Ppast  = A*A *Psucceeding +Q; Kalman filter considers fluctuating nature of raw RSSk k-1
T

Gain of the Kalman filter: covariance on every time step to update the estimated

K = H * Ppast  /H*H *Ppast +R); modelling W and V , the Kalman filter with iterativek k k
T T

Estimating succeeding covariance of error: covariance Q does not cause error in output but affects

Psucceeding  = Ppast *(1-H*k ); a set of transmissions for Q. Correspondingly the variancek k k

Estimation of succeeding state: Psucceeding  is assigned with Q. 

Xsucceeding = Xpast  +k *(Z -H* Xpast ); by smoothing data besides transient fluctuation andk k k k k

Designing Kalman Filter for Varying RSS: Low power Figure 6 and 9. The estimated original RSS values are
feature of WSN requires well organised power averaged over window w and this mean is given as one of
management. Since the energy spent over communication the input to fuzzy system for link quality estimation.
is comparatively more, the link should guarantee the
transmission by reducing the energy spent improvidently Designing  Fuzzy  Logic for Link Quality Estimation:
in retransmissions. The low power wireless links used for The fuzzy logic is used for building a robust mathematical
communication is susceptible to spatial and temporal model, better than the other classical models. Each of the
variations. So the raw received signal strength (RSS ) hardware based metrics has the ability to convey somer

changes rapidly even in little period of time and the information but does not give complete information about
change is substantially more [14] when transmitting node the link quality. Link quality assessment is influenced
and receiving node does not have line of sight. Therefore when grouping different link metrics than when using
Kalman filter is utilized for smoothing the values of RSS single  metric to estimate the link quality. Therefore LQI isr

o

k+1 k k

Y  = X  + V (4)k k k

k+1

k r

shown in Figure 6 and 9 as measurements. The process
k

Gaussian random variable. The wide error range,

measurement noise and the Gaussian random variable

measurement noise having variance R.

using the computation of past and succeeding error

RSS . Suppose if Gaussian random variables are used foro

k k

feature minimize the mean square error. The value of

the convergence time. Variance of RSS is calculated over

of noise is calculated for R and the starting value of
k-1

The succeeding state estimate provide RSS  valueso

eliminate  noise  over data in window w as shown in
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Fig. 2: Fuzzy design for link quality estimation

Table 1: Characteristics of channel under different conditions

Signal Noise RSSI SNR LQI

Low Noisy Low Low Low
Low (no noise) Absence Low High High
Interfere (invalid) High High Very low Low
Strong Nil High High High
Very strong (saturated at receiver side) Nil High Nil Low (poor demodulation)

used as another input to fuzzy system for better
estimation of link. The extent to which the RSSI and LQI
knowledge space influence on computing quality is fuzzy
to determine because of ambiguity. Hence, the fuzzy
system which is capable of combining and expressing the
fuzzy based knowledge has good ability to estimate the
link quality. 

The fuzzy based link estimation expresses the quality
metrics in linguistic terms.

The mean LQI along with average original RSS  iso

given as input to fuzzy system designed for accurate
estimation of link quality as shown in Figure 2. The fuzzy
system is designed with two inputs RSSI and LQI and one
output link quality. The RSSI input is represented by
linguistic terms low  and high . The LQI input isRSSI RSSI

represented by linguistic terms low and high . TheLQI LQI

output link quality uses linguistic terms low  andlinkquality

high  to represent the quality of link. Thus the rangelinkquality

of crisp value of each input and output variables are
translated to vague linguistic terms having ambiguous
boundary called fuzzy set.

Designing Fuzzy Rules: The fuzzy algorithm is made of
set of fuzzy rules. The if-then fuzzy rule builds correlation
between the input linguistic terms of RSSI and LQI with
the output link quality variables. The rules are designed
based on the channel characteristics under different
conditions  as  shown in Table 1. The signal and noise are

Table 2: Designs of Fuzzy rules

RSSI LQI Link quality

Low high Poor
Low low Good
high high Poor
high low Good
high high Poor

related to RSSI and LQI hardware metrics based on
different possible conditions. The mentioned
characteristics in the table is analysed and fuzzy rules are
formed. The fuzzy rules are designed as shown in Table 2.

It combines the input and output linguistic terms and
builds a correlation between them using fuzzy rules given
as follows:

If (RSSI is lowRSSI) and (LQI is highLQI) then
(LINKQUALITY is goodQUALITY)
If (RSSI is lowRSSI) and (LQI is lowLQI) then
(LINKQUALITY is poorQUALITY)
If (RSSI is highRSSI) and (LQI is lowLQI) then
(LINKQUALITY is poorQUALITY)
If (RSSI is highRSSI) and (LQI is highLQI) then
(LINKQUALITY is goodQUALITY)

Where lowRSSI, highRSSI, lowLQI, highLQI,
goodQUALITY and poorQUALITY signify the linguistic
values of fuzzy inputs RSSI, LQI and output channel
quality.  The   link’s   membership   degree   in   good/poor
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Fig. 3: Membership function of RSSI

Fig. 4: Membership function of LQI

quality fuzzy subset is given as a result from evaluating range  [-100 0] is classified among low and high
the fuzzy rule with inference mechanism. The inference thresholds  and the LQI values in range [0 255] is
mechanism computes the degree to which the input classified among low and high thresholds. The
agrees with terms of fuzzy rules. membership  function  of  a  fuzzy  set  lowLQI is

Membership Function: There are different membership of fuzzy set lowLQI the membership grade of µ (x )
functions like Gaussian, sigmoid, trapezoid, S shaped, Z gives the grade to which the  LQI  input  x  fit in fuzzy set
shaped and triangular function. Choosing appropriate lowLQI.  The  RSSI  range  [-100 0] in dBm is classified
membership function is important in order to get better into two fuzzy set lowRSSI and highRSSI as shown in
root mean square error. Among other functions the Figure 3.
Gaussian membership function is precisely smooth, does The fuzzy set lowRSSI and highRSSI use Gaussian
not use probability and is not very strict so better to membership function because it symbolize the vague
represent vagueness. µ , µ µ  µ , linguistic term perfectly than other functions. ThelowRSSI highRSSI, lowLQI highLQI

µ  and µ are membership functions Gaussian function (5) is given by:poorQUALITY goodQUALITY

appearing in lowRSSI, highRSSI, lowLQI, highLQI,
poorQUALITY and goodQUALITY. The RSSI values in µ (x) = exp (-(c -x) /(2 )) (5)

expressed by µ . For the membership function µ (x)lowLQI lowLQI

lowLQI o

o

P i i
i 2 2
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Fig. 5: Membership function link quality

where centre is given by c  and width is given by  in i The output link quality from fuzzy is classified intoi i
th

fuzzy set P . The LQI range [0 255] is classified into two good/poor quality link by comparing the output qualityi

fuzzy  set  lowLQI  and  highLQI  as  shown in Figure 4. with predetermined threshold value based on application
The fuzzy set lowLQI and highLQI use Gaussian requirement.
membership function for smooth representation of This work presents two types of RSSI and LQI data
vagueness. The output variable link quality of range [0 1] sets classified as good and poor link. The Figure 6 and 7
represents the quality of link from low to high. Thus the shows the RSSI and LQI values over window of 80
quality range [0 1] is classified into poorQUALITY and samples are given as input and are classified as good
goodQUALITY fuzzy set designed using Gaussian quality link. Similarly the Figure 9 and 10 shows the RSSI
membership function as shown in Figure 5. and LQI values of 80 samples given as input and

Evaluation of RSSI and LQI: In RSSI, the value close to -
100 is considered as a value with membership function Link Quality Estimation Results for Good Quality Link:
(MF) µ  equals one and µ  equals zero. SimilarlylowRSSI highRSSI

the value of RSSI close to 0 has MF µ  equals zerolowRSSI

and µ  equals one.highRSSI

The average LQI providing accurate link quality with
the value close to 0 is considered as value with MF µlowLQI

equals one and µ  equals zero. Similarly the value ofhighLQI

LQI close to 255 has MF µ  equals zero and µlowLQI highLQI

equals one. Thus, when RSSI and LQI is close to low
threshold, the channel quality is poor. When RSSI value
is close to low and LQI value close to high then the link
quality is good. If the RSSI value is high and LQI value is
low then quality of link is poor. Similarly, when RSSI value
is high and LQI value close to high then link quality is
good.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The proposed methodology is tested by supplying
the RSSI and LQI data sets to analyse the quality of link. The Kalman filter efficiently tracks the input raw RSS
Different combination of RSSI and LQI values are given as values  and  reduces  the  variation  as  shown  in  figure.
input to the Kalman filter and fuzzy logic. It  also reduces modelled process and measurement noise

classified as poor quality link. 

Fig. 6: Estimated RSS  using Kalman filtero

Link Quality Estimation Results for Poor Quality Link:
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Fig. 7: LQI values to find average LQI

Fig. 8: Posterior error covariance

Fig. 9: Estimated RSS  using Kalman filtero
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Fig. 10: LQI values to find average LQI

Fig. 11: Posterior error covariance

from raw RSS to give original RSS estimate. The Figure 7 membership value of link as a result. The estimated quality
and 10 represents the LQI values given as input for of link I given as,
estimating the average LQI which is given as one of the
input to fuzzy system for link quality estimation. The LQE(I)=100.µ(I) (6)
posterior error covariance reduces quickly and reaches a
constant value of 2.72 as shown in the Figure 8 and value where µ(I) is gives the membership value of the link I in
of 2.67 as shown in figure 11. This quick convergence is range [0 1] where 0 being poor and 1 being best quality.
the result of Q value as it is the main reason for fast LQE (I) gives quality of link in %. 
convergence time. Here the variance of RSS is assigned to The average RSSI and average LQI is given as input
Q and P as initial value hence the convergence time is to the fuzzy system and the estimated output quality
very fast and is able to track the values of raw RSS easily. using fuzzy system is shown in Figure 12, 13. In Figure 12,
Thus efficiently derived original RSS is given as one of the RSSI and LQI input to fuzzy system and the estimated
the input to fuzzy system for link quality estimation. output link quality obtained for good link. In Figure 13,

Estimated Link Quality Results Using Fuzzy System: estimated  output  link  quality  obtained  for  poor link.
The Fuzzy based link quality estimation evaluating the The Table 3 shows link quality estimated for different
RSSI and LQI values of link to find its correlation with combinations of estimated average RSS and LQI using
either good/poor quality fuzzy subset and gives the fuzzy logic.

the RSSI and LQI inputs to fuzzy system and the
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Fig. 12: Estimated quality of good link

Fig. 13: Estimated quality of poor link

Table 3: Fuzzy estimated link quality for various combinations of RSSI
and LQI

RSS LQI Fuzzy estimated link quality

-83 45 0.235
-72 68 0.287
-61 97 0.396
-79 163 0.66
-68 140 0.575
-80 181 0.7
-30 107 0.419
-29 78 0.305
-36 213 0.69
-28 169 0.675

The fuzzy system gives the quality of link as output
of estimation technique in percentage using (6) with 100%
representing the good link without noise. The link quality
can be further classified based on estimated link quality
into poor, low, medium, high and very high link quality.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fuzzy based system combines the fuzzy knowledge
space of RSSI and LQI hardware metrics accurately for
precise link quality estimation. The recursive Kalman filter
is efficiently used to acquire noise free and smoothed RSS
parameter which naturally helps to improve the estimation
accuracy. Thus the blend of Kalman filter and fuzzy logic

comforts to achieve good quality estimation technique.
Accuracy of estimation can further be enhanced by
including additional metrics like Packet count, sequence
number and PRR but, it will increase the estimation
complexity, time and resource. The future work involves
the optimization of estimation technique using best
quality indicator packet reception rate having, is with low
complexity of computation and delay. The best link
quality indicator PRR with increased granularity over
reduced data is created as future work to optimize the
estimation technique.
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